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President’s Report
Just when you think all is progressing well with the track, rolling stock, locomotives and
preparation for the annual ADR audit the unexpected effects of Covid-19 brings a reality check
to us all.
We decided to call a halt to our Sunday public running ahead of the lockdown as we felt there
was a considerable amount of preparation to be done to protect our members and the public
from opportunity transfers of the virus. At the time we had little info and no knowledge of a lockdown situation that would stop all club activities.

Now, one week into the lockdown, it is easy to see that our decisions were the right ones to
make.
For quite some time I have been encouraging our members to write stories and present pictures of their shed projects and it is easy to respond I will soon when I have something to
show. Well I am pleased to say that many of our members are now doing just that. It appears
there are more projects progressing (maybe faster now than ever before) in the proverbial
shed than could have been imagined. From single cyl petrol engines to yachts to improving
the shed layout with tooling racks, jigs, tool adaptors and many more.
Please don’t let the virus be the only reason for progress and certainly don’t let the end of the
virus be the end of your return to the shed.
I have seen many posts from modellers around the world celebrating their very significant projects and sharing them with like minded enthusiasts around the globe. What a wonderful gift
for anyone looking for a pick me up. Keep those wheels turning, steam generating and polishing going and maybe our celebration at the end of this virus is a massive (virtual) show of creativity for all to enjoy.
Time for a small challenge:

1 : Please post or send to the secretary a picture and story of the longest work in progress
you have still to complete.
2 : Please post a picture or story of the most significant obstacle you have overcome in your
modelling career.

I will start the ball rolling in a separate article elsewhere in this issue.

Please be patient and observe all the recommended government initiatives to prevent the
spread of this virus and let’s ensure we can all celebrate its demise together.

Russell Prout President.

A&G Price Locomotive No.149
In 1944 A&G Price manufactured four locomotives numbered 149 to 152 for the
RNZAF
This locomotive (No.149) probably started its life at the RNZAF stores depot in Te
Awamutu. It was then transferred to the NZ Army where it was allocated the fleet
number NZ 28892. It served at Hopuhopu Military Camp, Ngaruawahia until the
camp closed in 1979.
It finished its working life shunting coal wagons in Waiouru before being parked up
behind the Army Museum workshops where it sat for ten years before being
'discovered' by railway enthusiasts from Wanganui in 1996.
The loco is powered by an 87hp Chevrolet petrol engine driving a four speed manual
gearbox. It was capable of moving three loaded "La" wagons (about 50 tons). It has
had several interesting modifications in its long working life i.e. it now has a 20-litre
jerry can as the fuel tank, the headlight is off a WW2 Bren gun carrier, and the horn is
off a WW2 CMP (Canadian Military Pattern) truck.
The loco was moved to Wanganui in March 1998 on a long term loan to the Wanganui Steam Rail Preservation Group.

Thanks to Grant Hays : Curator of Vehicles, Artillery and Technology,
National Army Museum, Waiouru.

The following article came from an old Historical Journal. Sorry the clarity isn’t great.

Now I’m confined to Barracks I need to find jobs to do that does not intrude on the domestic scene. I came across a couple of articles in an old 1954 Model Engineer mag which I had obtained
at the Rotary Book Fair (see you should have gone!) With the knowledge that something is not
quite right with my Burnerd chuck on my Myford I hope this article will be able to enlighten me on
the construction.

Part 1 : Why are there so many ****** wheels?
He says to himself whilst making part number who knows what.
So why did I decided to build an engine with 26 wheels? Well having no machining experience at all the decision certainly had nothing to do with how to perfect ones skills by sheer volume.

So it all started with this “little” engine, 19D
2685, young and keen we helped clean
and paint anything we could to get those
glorious invites to the footplate. The offer
of helping the fireman to shovel coal was
the Holy Grail. 19D 2685 was, and still is,
the mainstay locomotive of Umgeni
Steam Railway. These branch line 4-8-2’s
where a common sight on SAR, working
just about everywhere in the country with
268 built.
Add to that the 19, 19A, 19B, 19C, 104No
built before, there where a lot of these to
be seen.

The year 2020 and she is still going strong,
USR have done a superb job of maintaining her
all these years. Brothers Simon and Brendan
Anderson were teens when I still lived in SA and
now they are the drivers of this engine, I take
my hat off to them on how far they have come.
Note the two differing types of tender, first batch
19D’s had the small one, latter with larger Vanderbilt torpedo tender and Buckeye bogies.

Pic USR Facebook page

Some members may even recognize the 19D
from when Tony McKay’s 5” gauge model used
to visit the Tauranga track. I did attempt to buy
this locomotive but it was already off to the UK.
That sale fell through, and I’d started the 23 then,
so it then went to Dandenong Australia and is
now owned by Peter Jenkinson.

Pic Hamilton Model Engineers

For those builders who are feeling brave, a
10.75” gauge model of a 19D built by the apprentices in Bloemfontein, 100% scale, in fact too
close to scale. The tubes are too small, fire grate
gap too little so it won’t actually steam.

Pic unknown

Pic Charles Wright

Simon Andersons 71/4” version all done by CNC.

It helps when you’re a machinist and have the
real thing to look at. The detail is superb even
down to CNC diamond floor pattern.
Pic PMB Model Engineers

But that’s enough about 19D’s, I like them but they are not my favorite. So in the days at USR there were several
steam locomotives in various conditions. Rarely used because of her size was 15F 3149, also a 4-8-2. Two hundred
and fifty five of these were built and they operated all over the SAR network.

The background engine is one of Ian
Welch’s 25NC’s stored by USR patiently
waiting to go to New Zealand some +/- 24
years ago. There were four engines stored
for Ian, 2 x 25NC, a GMAM and 24 which
is now in Geelong Australia
The 15F was used by USR to run Durban
to Kelso / Port Shepstone specials on the
Natal South Coast line.

Pic Paul Evans
The original 15F’s only had a 4
axle tender. When the 23’s were
scrapped their 6 axle tenders
were given to the 15F’s which
gave a more proportioned look to
the stumpy originals.
Engine weight of 114t plus tender. With 23 tender the total was
224t vs the original 181t

Pic Paul Evans

Original 15F, the first batch
was hand fired, no mechanical stokers as in the latter
15F’s, 23’s and 25’s.
14.2t of coal by hand vs the
18.3 t of the 23 by mechanical stoker.

Pic Bob Adams

So now we all know the engine that started this mess. Riding the footplate on 3149, slogging up Umbogintwini bank
with a full consist of coaches, the cylinder motion was rocking the whole engine side to side, barking for all she was
worth, me wide eyed “Is it supposed to be doing this?” Ill never forget that moment for the rest of my life.
That was it, 4-8-2 with long tender was what it was going to be. The 15F and 23 look “identical” same layout, same
boiler, same size cylinders, it is very difficult to spot them apart. But there are a number of differences and these just
gave the 23 that little bit more. With the 23’s drivers at 63in compared to the 15F 60in, the 3in extra gives that little
higher running board, slightly longer loco, I was sold. The 23 was originally going to be a 66in driver but issues with
curves saw them reduced. This longer engine needed a new boiler to the 15F, World War 2 was looming so the
SAR settled on the original 3B boiler with extended smokebox to do the job. All built in Germany by Henschel and
Berliner the last being delivered in August 1939, one month before the war started. So 136 built and only 2 left in the
world, 2556 and 3300. Being
such a large engine for 3’6” the
front driver axle box is a sliding
design moving up to 3” to help
with curves. The front Coupled
rod also had swiveling bearings
to help with this.
23 class 3300, the only surviving
“in service” of her type now resting in Bloemfontein. 2556 is
plinth in a park in Touws River,
the town that was once home to
most of these engines.

Pic Peter Jenkinson

23 and 15F. The 23 is on the left with taller chimney.

Pic Unknown

23 No 2564

So the engine was sorted, it was to be a 23. 5” so it could run on the ground level track, 71/4” would just be way to
big. A lot of homework and searching, here are some of the models that inspired things.

Andrew Geffen's 15F in 1/8th scale on 5”
gauge track.
The detail on this model is incredible.
No, mine will not look like this.
Pictures Andrew Giffen.

Driving Richard Niven’s 1/8th scale 5”
23 in Edinburgh
Pic Jason Flannery

When you can, a 15F in 10.5” There are also two in 71/4”, one in
the UK and one in Brisbane
Pic unknown

And for the Garratt lovers, Swiss Vapeur SAR GMAM
in 71/4”

Pic Andrew Giffen

And what became of 3149, last picture I know of her, 10 years ago already. Parked at Masons Mill, Pietermaritzburg
Transnet Freight Rail (Once SAR) will not let steam on the mainline anymore. Nowhere for her to run, she cannot be
moved by rail, too expense to road haul out.
There is speculation that the cutters torch will be
coming.

The reason behind so many wheels. In December I decided to fit brakes to the tender, quick job I
said, April and almost there.
From handbrake handle to a 4 x brake shoes per axle, over 200 parts later, repetition is an understatement.
I was not going to attempt to make the 4 vacuum units under the chassis work as way too fiddly. The whole system works via the vacuum cylinders being in the tender, still waiting for them
to arrive from DNC systems.
Asking the Ajax valves to operate 12 brake shoes each when they are only doing 4 on the ride
cars is pushing my luck but it was enough to test the system.

The Covid-19 Virus
has allowed model engineers to spend far
more time on their
hobby than is the
norm. I have had a
proliferation of pics
together with some
articles from several
members who have
never before contributed. Thanks to you all it
has made my job a
dream this month!!!!!
Editor
Top : an addition to
Jason’s article on the
SA loco he is building.
Left : John Heald is
well through his latest
project. I can’t wait to
see the finished article.

Regan Olivecrona has been busy on an A1 1m yacht. Mmmmn wonder what he is doing with
his single cylinder IC engine???????????

President Russell has the following project under way……..
I would like to think all work in my shed involved model engineering but alas when you have horses and a few acres some of that work involves different toys.
For a while now I have progressed the design and build of a post or pile rammer and with more
fencing to do, the thought of digging holes and hand ramming posts was not a happy one.
With only 100kg of steel to make the
‘monkey’ (hammer) and two pieces of Ibeam which when joined would give me
a 2.7m drop I set about making the unit fit
on my excavator.
What I now have allows me to reach 3m,
sit on top of a 3m pole and free fall 2.7m.
The monkey is raised by hydraulic winch
and free falls via a release cord from the
safety of the cab.
It takes around 12 blows of the hammer
to drive a half round post 700-800 into
the ground. Of course with the very dry
ground we have it has sometimes taken
50plus blows to get this depth.

It is still a work in progress but at least I
can use it whilst I am isolated.

John Stent adds to the collection :

Got ya!!!!!!!!!!
A truck driver stopped at a roadside café one day to grab some lunch. He ordered a cheeseburger, a coffee and a slice of apple pie.
Just as he was about to eat them three big hairy bikers walked in.
The first grabbed the truckers cheeseburger and downed it in one gulp.
The second biker picked up the truckers coffee and downed it in one slurp.
The third scoffed down the truckers apple pie.
The trucker didn’t do anything or say a word as all this went on.
When they had finished he just paid the waitress and left.
The first biker said to the waitress “ He isn't much of a man is he?”
“No”, said the waitress, “ and he not much of a driver either, he’s just backed his 18 wheeler over
3 motorbikes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

From the Editor
If you are looking for something to do on the computer go to Old Iron Photography (facebook)
some excellent pics of the 2006 Rangiora Steam Fest plus other pics.
We are still trying to organise our domestic hierarchy!! I can say I have had a promotion, I’m chief
bread maker, however I’ve been demoted in other areas!!!!!!

Disclaimer :
The views and opinions expressed in articles contained in this magazine are those of the author
(s) and do not necessarily reflect the policy, position or opinion of the TMMEC or its officials.

